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in the House, however, would make it more difficult, not less
difficult, for any Canadian representative, if he were charged
with any responsibility in this matter, to be considered as an
impartial and objective conciliator and to pay effectively what
he referred to as an "horiourable part" .

It is easy enough to critize indiscriminately those
powers and those persons who have had to cope directly
with this complex issue . It is easy enough to put forward
proposals which fortunately no one is expected to put into
practice . If our resporise, to recent Soviet moves in the Middle
East were to abandon friendly relatioris with the Arab State s
and support Israel, completely and exclusivel.y, with our diplomacy
and our arms, then we should indeed be playing the communis t
game . The moral position of the Western powers in that
area is based on the fact that they have, though not without
mistakes and contradictions, tried to preserve peace on a basis
of mutual accommodation rather than on the triumph of one side
over the other . I suggest we must not abandon that position
because the Russians have done so for their own purposes .

The important question is, however, how can an
horiourable and satisfactory solution be brought-about? The main
issues are now commonly known . It seems clear that both sides,,
if they recognize the desirability of a settlement, must give
something to achieve it, must make some compromise . There can
never be a negotiated settlement where one side or the other
remains adamant . . Each must enter into negotiations prepare d
for some sort of give and take although, of course, no one would
expect one of the sides to make prior or unilateral concessions .

I
It seems to me that an essential, indeed, a first

requirement, is that the Arab states should recognize the
legitimate and permatient_ existerice of the State of Israel . That,
as I see it, necessitates abandonment by them of the impractical
stipulation that we must return to the United Nations resolutions
of 1947 which provided for a divided Palestine . The Arab states
took up arms to prevent these resolutions becoming effective arid
I do not see how they can claim the right to have them accepted
now as the price of peace in that area . The people of Israel
have the right to know that their riational-existence is no t
at stake :: That seems to me to be fundamental . Efforts to bring
peace and all its benefits to the Middle East will be of no avail
unless Israel and the people of Israel are released from the
overhanging fear which naturally envelopes the country as a
result of the threats of destruction and of the political and
economic warfare directed against it by its neighbours . Deep
fear leads to desperate acts which, though they cannot b e
condoried, may at least be Understood . Surely it is essential,
therefore, that this basic cause of fear_ .must be removed if
there is to be a solution of the Arab-Israeli dispute .


